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INTRODUCTION TO THE SUPPLEMENTARY PAPERS 

The three papers in this volume are provided as supplementary material to the Final 

Report on ‘Financing rental housing through institutional investment: outcomes of an 

Investigative Panel’. Supplementary Paper 1 concerns specific ways by which 

affordable rental housing might be financed from institutional funds. Supplementary 

Paper 2 discusses examples and options for providing credit support in order to 

achieve such institutional investment. Supplementary Paper 3 describes 

developments in the UK related to that country’s recent efforts to stimulate institutional 

investment in rental housing. The set of papers is intended to provide additional 

information and analysis to augment the considerations of the Investigative Panel on 

key issues and policy options. 
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1 FINANCING OPTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL 
INVESTMENT IN RENTAL HOUSING 

A brief overview of the range of private financing options and of the public funding 

support that might be employed to encourage institutional investment in affordable 

(that is, below market) rental housing was provided in Chapter 2 in the Final Report 

for this study. The appropriate form of finance, and the institutions most likely to 

provide it, is likely to vary according to the risks that institutions are prepared to take 

and the way in which these might be managed. 

This paper first provides a broader overview of private financing options relevant for 

institutional investors and focuses on some of the issues that arise with each. This is 

followed by more detail on public funding approaches that might be used to 

supplement private finance in order to facilitate institutional investment and achieve 

affordable housing outcomes. The final section presents illustrations of issues that 

arise when combining a mix of private financing and public funding to form new ways 

of financing rental housing. 

1.1 Private financing options1 

1.1.1 Direct equity investment 

As indicated in Chapter 2 of the Final Report, possibly the least sophisticated, but by 

no means the least risky, financing option is direct equity investment. This is a form 

that is prevalent where the dominant form of investment in private rental housing is 

that undertaken by small scale individual landlords.2 Institutions are wary of direct 

equity investment in affordable rental housing for a number of reasons. They are 

directly exposed to property market fluctuations although, as indicated in Chapter 2, 

property assets are often uncorrelated with other assets and so can reduce overall 

portfolio risk. However, other concerns relate to reputational risk associated with the 

need to evict tenants unable or unwilling to pay their rent on time, and a perception 

that this would remain even if tenancies were managed at arm’s length. Other 

significant issues arise from the illiquidity associated with direct property investment 

and with problems of developing a portfolio of an appropriate scale. With investment 

in new dwellings, development and construction risks also can arise. 

For these and other reasons, equity investment is more likely to occur indirectly 

through use of Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). 

1.1.2 Indirect equity investment 

Real estate investment trusts (or property trusts) provide a more sophisticated, 

indirect form of equity investment in rental housing, and one which addresses a 

number of the constraints arising from direct investment. In broad terms, REITs 

combine capital from a range of investors to form a fund to acquire or provide 

financing for all forms of real estate and allow investors to purchase an interest in a 

diversified and professionally managed portfolio of real estate in the same way as 

they would purchase shares in a company. They reduce the cost of entry into the 

property market, provide investors with access to professional property management 

skills and allow investors to diversify and spread their risk across a whole portfolio of 

                                                
1
 The taxonomy in this section owes much to that outlined by LeBlanc et al. (2009) in their categorisation 

of rental housing finance systems undertaken for a World Bank report on housing finance in emerging 
markets. 
2
 As indicated in Chapter 2, in advanced economies, and where tax breaks encourage it, this is usually 

supplemented with bank supplied debt finance. 
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properties. Global REITs provide added opportunities for diversification when global 

property markets are not synchronised (Nicholas 2011, p.32). 

REITs can be listed (publicly owned) or unlisted (privately owned). Listed trusts 

provide liquidity; unlisted REITs, are less liquid but, because their unit price is based 

on periodic underlying asset valuations rather than daily ASX values, they are likely to 

offer lower volatility than listed REITs. Unit holders pay tax based on income 

distributed from the REIT at the rate applicable to their circumstances and are not 

required to pay stamp duty on shares bought in a REIT (Perpetual 2011). Listed 

REITs are traded on the Stock Exchange like shares and therefore make indirect 

investment in property more attractive in terms of liquidity. There is no indivisibility 

effect. Unlisted trusts have liquidity characteristics closer to direct investment, but still 

offer diversification benefits. 

While direct investment in property provides less liquidity than indirect investment, 

research commissioned by the Property Fund Association of Australia, the peak body 

representing the unlisted property sector, suggests that direct property in Australia 

(through unlisted trusts) has had lower volatility of total returns than indirect property 

(through listed property trusts) and has produced higher cumulative total returns over 

25 years to 2012 (Atchison Consultants 2012).3 A characteristic of this investment is 

that volatility in total return is driven by change in capital values. Income returns are 

relatively stable. 

Both Listed (A-REITS) and Unlisted Property Trusts have been in existence in 

Australia since the 1970s, but in the main, have been commercial (office, retail and 

industrial) rather than residential REITs. Jones (2007, p.395) argues that both large 

landlords and a vibrant rental sector are preconditions for REITs to work. Difficulties 

are likely to arise in establishing a REIT from scratch because of the need to find 

supply sufficient to overcome local market risks and to create the economies of scale 

necessary to expand the sector. The ten largest residential REITs in the US, for 

example, held between 60 000 and 230 000 properties in the mid-2000s. 

Mortgage REITs also exist, as do hybrid REITs which combine characteristics of the 

standard (equity) REIT and the less common mortgage REITs.4 Mortgage REITS 

typically borrow short and lend long. They make mortgage loans (secured by real 

estate) and, typically, buy mortgage–backed securities to generate the returns used to 

pay dividends to investors. 

1.1.3 Bank supplied debt finance 

Currently debt associated with equity investment is generally in the form of direct 

lending from an Authorised Deposit Taking Institution (ADI), the predominant form of 

housing finance in Australia (as in many Western countries and particularly in Anglo-

Saxon countries). Residential mortgage lending, in fact, represented almost 40 per 

cent of total bank assets in mid-2012. Almost all of this, however, is to individuals for 

purchase of owner-occupied or rental investment dwellings. Loans to for-profit or not-

for-profit providers of affordable rental housing are far less common. To date, ADIs 

have been very conservative in their limited lending to organisations providing 

affordable rental housing. Lawson et al. (2012, pp.18–20) provide an overview. In 

large part this arises because such loans are more likely to be assessed as business 

                                                
3
 These results apply to the broader property sector rather than specifically to residential property. A 

relatively low correlation was reported between returns of direct property and listed property across 
periods ranging from 1 to 25 years. Infrequent mark to market valuations of direct property explains the 
low volatility of returns and more stable returns (Atchison Consultants 2012, p.7). 
4
 See <www.investopedia.com/walkthrough/fund-guide/uit-hedge-fund-reit/real-estate-investment-trusts/ 

default.aspx>. 

http://www.investopedia.com/walkthrough/fund-guide/uit-hedge-fund-reit/real-estate-investment-trusts/%20default.aspx
http://www.investopedia.com/walkthrough/fund-guide/uit-hedge-fund-reit/real-estate-investment-trusts/%20default.aspx
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or commercial loans with more emphasis on cash flow, debt cover ratios and break-

even ratios. Credit risk is defined by the characteristics of the project being funded 

rather than the characteristics of the borrower. 

One of the solutions used by ADIs to ameliorate the duration risk associated with 

borrowing short and lending long is to address the mismatch on the liabilities side. In 

the past few years, for example, there have been significant shifts in the composition 

of bank funding, with increased reliance on term rather than on-call deposits and a 

marked shift away from short-term wholesale funding towards long-term wholesale 

funding through the issue of longer term bonds with (secured) covered bonds having 

longer tenors of 5–10 years compared with the 3–5 years for (unsecured) bank bonds. 

As indicated in Chapter 2 of the Final Report, a second solution is to address it by 

securitising the income stream from their mortgage loans and issuing (residential) 

mortgage–backed securities (RMBS) into the capital market. Currently, however, this 

forms a small share of banks’ total funding (Deans & Stewart 2012; Fabbro & Hack 

2011). (See Box 1.) Each of these changes has the effect of increasing bank funding 

costs and adds to the cost of bank finance. 

1.1.4 Capital market debt finance 

The issue of bonds and RMBS by ADIs provides an indirect way for institutional 

investors to finance rental or affordable rental housing. An alternative is for such 

bonds or securities to be issued by a non-bank intermediary or by some level of 

government. Tax exempt revenue bonds as used in the US or Canada are examples 

of such instruments although these do embody public finance in the form of implicit 

tax subsidies. 

Specific purpose securitised borrowings can be secured against the asset or the 

revenue stream arising from the asset. In Australia, their use had been phased out by 

the mid-1980s because of the inability of governments to avoid contingent liabilities 

(Chan et al. 2009, p.xxvi). They have re-emerged with the launch of 3– or 10–year 

fixed rate or indexed annuity Waratah bonds in New South Wales in late 2011 and 

with proposals for infrastructure bonds made by a number of submissions to the 

Infrastructure Finance Working Group (IFWG) (2012, p.31).5 

Government issuance of general or specific purpose bonds to be used for provision of 

affordable rental housing is likely to be the cheapest way of encouraging institutional 

investors to finance for affordable rental housing.6 However, as argued by a 

Productivity Commission staff working paper on public financing of infrastructure, 

different forms of financing do have different strengths and weaknesses in terms of 

project risk management, transaction costs and the information and discipline that 

contribute to efficient investment decisions (Chan et al. 2009, p.xix). The role of public 

funding and an indication of the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches 

which might be used to supplement private finance are considered below. 

                                                
5
 The IFWG used two arguments for its failure to support the calls for infrastructure bonds in the 

submissions made to it: bonds issued by government would increase government debt and assistance 
for private issuance is not efficient (Infrastructure Finance Working Group 2012, p.31). 
6
 Indeed, ex-RBA Board member, Warwick McKibbin believes the government should take a ’once in a 

generation’ chance to issue long-term bonds at very low interest rates to fund a large infrastructure 
program. ‘If foreigners really want to hold Australian assets, we should be giving them long-term 
government bonds to hold. It would give us access to capital incredibly cheaply which we could then lock 
in as [infrastructure] investments that would probably give us 10 to 15 per cent return for 50 years’ 
(quoted in Heath 2013). 
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Box 1: RMBS in Australia 

At June 2012, securitisation vehicles held around $125 billion of asset backed 

securities with almost 90 per cent of these being securities issued in Australia. This 

represents a decline from the pre–GFC peak of close to $300 billion. Long term 

securities issued in Australia have stabilised at around $85 billion, after reaching a 

peak of around $125 billion in late 2007. At its peak, local lenders issued securities to 

the value of $57 billion, primarily to investors who were highly geared banks and 

special purpose vehicles. Many of these were wound up in the aftermath of the global 

financial crisis. Residential mortgages account for about 80 per cent of total assets 

held. To date there has been minimal securitisation of loans for affordable rental 

property. 

The attraction of residential mortgage backed bonds by investors in Australia and other 

parts of the world is expected to increase throughout 2013 as yields of more liquid 

securities (e.g. covered bonds) contracted throughout 2012. Demand for RMBS from 

mutual funds and asset managers is seen as strong, but changes in global banking 

regulations could reduce their attractiveness for Australia’s major banks if the total 

amount of reserve assets banks are required to hold is reduced (since RMBS qualify 

indirectly as reserve assets). Banking regulation could have the opposite impact on 

overseas markets if regulators include mortgage backed bonds as eligible liquid 

assets. 

Issues of covered bonds in early 2013 (an on-budget rather than off-budget activity) of 

around $2 billion each by CBA and Westpac have highlighted falls in wholesale 

funding costs on international markets. 

Source: RBA statistics (Table B19), Shapiro (2013) and Liondis (2013) 

In the absence of a (central, state or local) government borrowing program, in broad 

terms, capital market finance (sourced from institutional investors) can be provided 

indirectly through a financial intermediary (e.g. a bank or a specialist intermediary 

focused specifically on the raising of wholesale funds for affordable rental housing) or 

it can be provided directly through the issue of bonds or securities by the affordable 

rental provider seeking funding. Examples of both approaches exist internationally. 

Both bonds and securities are debt obligations of the issuing authority. The simplest 

form of bond, a fixed interest bond, repays a defined rate of interest (the coupon) at 

fixed intervals and repays the principal at a later date. 

An asset backed security, such as a residential mortgage-backed security (RMBS), is 

backed by underlying cash flows from specified assets. Instead of paying investors 

fixed coupons and principal, it pays out the cash flows from the pool of assets or 

mortgages for an RMBS. The simplest form of security is a pass-through security in 

which all principal and interest payments (less a servicing fee) from a pool of 

mortgages are passed directly to investors. Thus, investors receive payments of 

principal over the life of the security as the underlying mortgages are paid off, rather 

than in a single lump sum at maturity. Because the principal is reduced over the life of 

the security, interest income also decreases. This exposes investors to pre-payment 

risk.7 A more complex structure of RMBS, such as Collateralised Mortgage 

Obligations (CMOs), orders the mortgages into tranches according to some 

                                                
7
 Based on The Bond Market Association’s on-line publication, ‘An investor’s guide to pass-through and 

collateralised mortgage securities’. At <http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/about_MBS.pdf> accessed 
9 January 2013. 

http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/about_MBS.pdf
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characteristic (e.g. repayment time) and issues several securities against the same 

pool of mortgages, giving investors a choice of exposure to risk and return. 

To the extent that bonds or RMBS are issued against a diversified pool of assets, 

indirect debt investment in residential rental property through either bonds or 

mortgage backed securities reduces the risks associated with investment in rental 

property compared with direct equity investment. As is the case with indirect equity 

investment, however, liquidity depends on whether the securities are listed (so that 

they can be traded on the stock exchange) or unlisted (as is likely to be the case for 

private placement).8 

Additional credit enhancement features can improve liquidity and reduce the yield gap 

by reducing the risk and/or improving the return of debt instruments. These are 

discussed in the section of public funding below. 

1.1.5 General private financing issues 

Some of the risks that were explicitly acknowledged by one potential institutional 

investor on the Investigative Panel were credit risk, mark to market volatility (which 

affects the risk of performance variance as assets are re-priced) and liquidity risk. 

Other issues raised relate to:9 

 where the asset would be held on the institutions balance sheet 

 what is the exit strategy if institutional views relating to opportunity or asset 
manager change 

 simplicity (there is some suspicion of overly structured investments) 

 transparency (in relation to portfolio performance and risks undertaken) 

 administrative costs (low fees) 

 scalability (investments to be meaningful to justify the time and effort) 

 track record (investments and managers with demonstrated track record are 
preferred) 

 socially responsible investment (important, but not at the expense of returns). 

Managed funds investors are likely to have an appetite for a range of returns across 

different options; to assess the relative value between comparable investments; and, 

generally, to have higher return expectations than the banks. 

The view of one potential institutional investor on the issues associated with a range 

of finance options likely to be available is presented in Table 1. An appropriate 

contribution in the form of some public sector contribution is likely to go a long way to 

addressing these issues. 

  

                                                
8
 As indicated above, however, volatility can be lower for unlisted than for listed securities because of 

less frequent market to market valuations of the underlying assets. 
9
 A more extensive overview of the issues raised by potential investors is provided in Lawson et al. 

(2012, Chapter 3). 
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Table 1: Issues associated with various private finance options 

Finance option Issues 

Equity Investments Scale and stamp duty 

Equity Investments (NRAS) Scale, returns low, finding suitable managers 

Mortgages (Individual) Invest via RMBS 

Mortgages (NRAS) New product, potentially attractive 

REITs Invest in some, high operating costs 

Housing Supply Bonds New product, potentially attractive 

Public-Private Partnerships Procurement process arduous, returns low, scale 

Source: as made available to an Investigative Panel meeting 

1.2 Public funding options 

As indicated in Chapter 2 of the Final Report, the absence of institutional investment 

in rental housing in Australia, regardless of whether or not this is for general or 

affordable rental housing, suggests there is some form of market failure in Australia 

that needs to be addressed. In general, this will mean some form of government 

funding will be needed to stimulate this investment. For affordable housing in 

particular, on-going support will be needed because affordable rental housing, by 

definition, generates a below market return. 

The housing market is not a single, homogeneous market, but one which varies by 

dwelling type and location. Thus, when government has specific affordability 

objectives, it is also critical that there is clarity about what type of dwellings are to be 

supplied, where they are to be located, and to whom they are to be targeted (as well 

as what other economic, social, environmental or other objectives might be intended) 

as a result of any assistance provided. Dwellings in high cost locations, for example, 

require more assistance than dwellings in lower cost locations to achieve specific 

affordability outcomes. Dwellings where rent can be set according to the market will 

be more profitable than dwellings where rent must be set at a below market rate. 

Dwellings where no eligibility criteria are imposed on tenants will be easier to let than 

dwellings where restricted criteria apply and so on. 

Different types of subsidies can be used to address different issues and may have 

differential effects on the risks and returns associated with investing in a new asset 

class. Only subsidies provided directly or indirectly (including the taking of risks to 

support desired outcomes) are considered in this section. In other words, the options 

of 100 per cent capital or 100 per cent debt funding by government are not 

considered, although these could be used as a benchmark for determining the cost 

effectiveness of the various alternatives described below. Other forms of assistance 

that can be provided through modification of regulatory and legal policies (e.g. 

changes in zoning requirements, or changes to the use that can be made of housing 

organisation reserves) are also not considered. 

1.2.1 Provision of equity support 

Investment in rental housing, like investment in most infrastructure projects, requires 

significant outlays during the asset building or acquisition phase whereas the revenue 

generated from it is spread out over the economic life of the asset. 

One obvious way of providing public funding is to reduce the amount of private 

finance needed during this stage by contributing equity up-front. Indeed, inability to 
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obtain an equity buffer is often a key barrier to attracting institutional investment to 

rental housing projects. Obvious methods for providing equity assistance are through 

up-front cash contributions or by providing land (at zero or below market cost or 

through a land rent scheme where rent is charged at a discounted rate).10 

Any of these approaches reduce the up-front cost associated with provision of rental 

housing by reducing the up-front land cost associated with its development. It also 

reduces the risk for private investors because of the increased collateral or equity 

created by the public contribution. Where the public sector retains ownership (e.g. 

with a land rent scheme), it is still possible that the cost of providing rental housing 

can be reduced because the equity component opens up the possibility of the use of 

mezzanine finance with a risk profile between senior debt and equity rather than 

private equity finance. Silbernagel and Vaitkunas (2012, p.5), for example, suggest 

that, as a result of the mezzanine investors' risk reducing reputation, banks often look 

more favourably when there are institutional mezzanine investors and may extend 

more credit under more attractive terms. From the point of view of an institutional 

mezzanine investor, such an opportunity increases the range of risk/return profiles 

available to it. 

Different ways of providing equity support may have different implications in terms of 

their budgetary impact and on the availability of institutional investment. Their 

budgetary impact is likely to vary according to whether equity contributions are made 

in cash or kind, whether or not public ownership is retained and the accounting 

standards used to value assets such as surplus or under-utilised land.11 They are also 

likely to affect the cost of any institutional investment stimulated by the support 

provided. Where government absorbs some of the risk associated with any new 

housing development, institutional investment is more likely and available at a lower 

cost than when all of the risk is borne by the private sector participants. Box 2 gives 

an example of the ways in which different forms of subsidy affect government budget 

outcomes and provides one example of how an intermediary might be established to 

facilitate investment in affordable rental housing and minimise the impact of 

assistance provided on the government budget. 

  

                                                
10

 Such a scheme is employed in the ACT for affordable home purchase. The Land Rent Scheme gives a 
lessee the option of renting land through a land rent lease rather than purchasing the land to build a 
home. This reduces the up-front costs associated with building a dwelling since only the construction 
costs have to be met. Information on the ACT land rent scheme can be found at 
<http://www.economicdevelopment.act.gov.au/affordable_housing/land_rent> accessed 21 January 
2013. 
11

 Under legislation passed in 2009, use of Commonwealth land to increase the supply of housing 
provides one of the exceptions to the general principle that sale of surplus Commonwealth land be sold 
at full market value. See <http://www.finance.gov.au/property/lands-acquisition/commonwealth-property-
disposals-policy.html> accessed 22 January 2013. How provision of such land affects budget statements 
is likely to depend on interpretation of AASB public sector accounting standards which require valuation 
at highest and best use, taking into account what is financially feasible and legally permissible AASB, 
2011, p.13). Restrictions on the use to which any government land provided could reduce an assessment 
of fair value and reduce the budgetary implications of such transfer. 

http://www.economicdevelopment.act.gov.au/affordable_housing/land_rent
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Box 2: NBN Co. 

NBN Co. is funded with $27.5 billion in ‘equity’ from government (raised through issue of 

Australian Infrastructure Bonds) and $13.5 billion debt to be raised by NBN Co. (from 

2015). The $36 billion NBN Co. is structured so as to have minimal impact on 

government budget statements. The equity component does not affect government 

budget position or national debt levels as it is offset by equity in NBN Co. It is carried as 

an asset rather than as an expense (although holding costs over the construction period 

are taken into account). 

Initial funding involves government equity injections (investment/contribution) which 

affect financial assets in the balance sheet. If made from equity (e.g. from BAF 

allocations) composition of financial asset changes; if from debt (e.g. from sale of bonds) 

both equity and debt increase but no change in net worth. An increase in debt or a 

decrease in cash, and an equivalent equity injection in NBN Co., increases net debt and 

net financial liabilities, but net worth and net financial worth are unchanged. Initial 

funding has a positive impact on the cash flow statement if the NBN Co. related equity 

injection amount is less than financing amounts (‘borrowing’) and vice versa. 

The operating statement is not directly affected by equity injections. However, all interest 

paid on borrowings to fund these are accounted for as an interest expense in the 

operating statement. Where NBN Co. does not make payment(s) to the government to 

compensate for these expenses, they increase a budget deficit. 

If NBN Co. fails to generate sufficient revenue and incurs recurring operating losses, it 

could require a government subsidy in order to remain a going concern. A subsidy is 

treated as an expense in the government’s operating statement. NBN Co. would treat 

the subsidies as income in its financial accounts. 

If payments to NBN Co. qualify as a subsidy expense, it would represent an increase in 

expenses in the operating statement. This would increase a budget deficit (as measured 

by the fiscal balance). 

Source: McDuling (2012); Dalzell (2012) 

1.2.2 Provision of subsidies for debt finance 

An alternative to providing equity support is for governments to reduce the risk 

associated with institutional investment in rental housing or to provide subsidies for 

private debt finance such as those generated by exempting from tax the interest 

earned on loans made. 

Risk profiles for affordable rental housing are often higher than for conventional 

mortgage finance because of the need for very long term loans, limited equity 

(resulting in high LVRs), and limited collateral value because of difficulties in evicting 

defaulting tenants or widespread use of covenants on the use to which the property 

can be put in case of foreclosure. Each of these factors can increase the risk premium 

on lending for such housing, whether this occurs directly from deposit–taking 

institutions or indirectly via the capital market. Subsidisation of the return on such 

lending, such as provided through interest rate subsidies or tax-exempt municipal 

bonds in the US and proposed for one of the tranches in the Housing Supply Bond 

proposal in Lawson et al. (2012), provide examples of this approach. 

An alternative is to provide some protection for a securitised income stream.12 This 

can be achieved either by directly guaranteeing the rental stream (or loan 
                                                
12

 Such protection, of course, is also relevant for institutional investment in the form of equity finance 
where this is reliant upon an income stream (in the form of rents) as well as capital growth. 
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repayments) or indirectly by the establishment of a reserve fund or liquidity facility 

(held in trust) to cover short-falls in payment of rent or loan repayments and/or 

establishment of a principal reserve fund to ensure that capital is repaid to bond 

holders on maturity (LeBlanc et al. 2009, pp.395ff). LeBlanc et al. make a distinction 

between: 

 insurance products devised to insure cash flows produced to buy the property 

 credit enhancement products applied to individual mortgages (and aimed at 
primary lenders) and 

 credit enhancement products applied to bonds issued to finance investment 
(aimed at achieving a AAA rating for the bonds). 

Examples are rent insurance in the first category; guarantees of loans made to social 

housing institutions in the second category, and the complex structure of guarantees 

provided by the Waarborgfonds Sociale Woningbouw (a scheme that guarantees 

housing association lending) in the Netherlands in the third.13 Alternative or additional 

security can be provided by the availability of reserve funds that can be called upon in 

the event of late payment or default. In the main, the expectation is that reserve funds 

would not be called upon. Appropriate controls to ensure suitable projects are funded 

will assist with this. However, should this not be the case, additional funds will be 

needed to top up any funds. 

As above, different forms of government funding will have different budgetary 

implications and will have different implications for the cost and availability of 

institutional finance. More detail on different forms of credit enhancement is provided 

in Supplementary Paper 3 (this volume). 

1.2.3 Facilitating institutional investment 

Where institutional investment is sought via the issues of asset backed securities, a 

third way in which government funding might be used to stimulate institutional 

investment is to create, or at least support the creation of, institutions designed to 

achieve this goal. One such institution could be a financial intermediary to issue these 

securities. Box 3 gives an example of an intermediary set up for specific infrastructure 

purposes. A case for a housing specialist financial intermediary is made in Lawson et 

al. (2012, pp.64–65). Support can be provided in a range of ways, such as the 

establishment of a reserve fund, or guarantees. Issues for government in providing 

such support are most likely to relate to questions of the extent to which the support 

results in a contingent liability that needs to be reported in its accounts, the extent to 

which such support will affect credit ratings, and the extent to which these can be 

mitigated by collaborative involvement across a number of jurisdictions. 

  

                                                
13

  Lawson et al. (2010, pp.44–46) provide detail on this last example. 
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Box 3: Clean Energy Finance Corporation 

The CEFC is a $10 billion fund ($2 billion per annum from 2013) that was announced 

in 2011. It is dedicated to investing in clean energy, was set up to address market 

barriers that inhibit the financing of clean energy projects, and is able to offer long-

term concessional finance to approved projects. It is intended to begin investment 

operations from 1 July 2013. This two-year pre-investment stage allows for the 

setting up of the Corporation (establishing the independent Board, agreeing on the 

investment mandate, engaging staff and setting up the critical infrastructure that will 

ensure transparent and accountable governance, strong risk management and best 

practice administration). The CEFC, as a general principle, seeks to co-finance 

investments. It can channel a proportion of its funds to the market through 

intermediaries and pooled funds but these must operate and manage funds under 

parameters consistent with the CEFC’s investment mandate. 

Source: Clean Energy Finance Corporation (2012) 

A second such institution might be a unit with legislative responsibility for promoting 

institutional investment. This has been an essential step in attracting institutional 

investment for social purposes. In 2010, for example, the Productivity Commission 

highlighted that there was a lack of capital to promote the development of the NFP 

sector in Australia (Productivity Commission 2010). A subsequent enquiry by the 

Senate Economics References Committee (2011) examined in detail ‘the barriers and 

options available to develop a mature capital market for the social economy sector in 

Australia’, and called for greater government support to catalyse this market. The 

inquiry identified the need for a strategic approach to coordinating the opportunities for 

social economy organisations to access capital in Australia. 

The central recommendation of the committee was to establish a Social Finance 

Taskforce similar to those which have operated successfully in the United Kingdom 

(UK Social Investment Task Force 2010) and Canada (Canadian Task Force on 

Social Finance 2010). The committee also recommended supporting financial 

intermediaries to connect social economy organisations with investors, build capacity 

in the social economy sector, educate investors, promote social investment products, 

strengthen social enterprise and develop a measurement framework. While it is not 

yet clear how government will act on these recommendations, linking action on this 

Social Finance Taskforce report to the aims for institutional investment in affordable 

rental housing is a logical next step. In Australia, a cross sectoral expert advisory 

group has recently advised on encouraging greater private sector investment in 

infrastructure, as outlined in Box 4. 
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Box 4: Infrastructure Finance Working Group (IFWG) 

The IFWG was set up as an expert advisory body to Infrastructure Australia. Its 2012 

report on infrastructure finance and funding reform recommends measures to 

encourage greater private sector investment in infrastructure projects. The working 

group’s key recommendations are listed below. Many of these recommendations echo 

stakeholder views and industry sentiment about what will be required to develop a 

mature market for investment in affordable housing. 

Reform funding 

Increase capacity to invest through user charging; monetise existing assets; capture 

additional value from infrastructure investment; higher government priority on 

infrastructure funding; exploration of co-funding and other flexible funding models; 

incentivised Commonwealth payments to the states. 

Better planning 

Development of long-term strategic plans; development of ‘transparent, robust and 

funded pipeline’; reduce costs of procurement by coordinating investment nationally. 

Efficient markets 

More flexible allocation of demand risk and refinancing risk; diversify sources of debt; 

facilitate greater superannuation investment. 

Source: Infrastructure Finance Working Group (2012) 

1.3 Combining private finance with public funding 

The ultimate rationale that underpins a desire to stimulate the financing of rental 

housing through institutional investment is to increase the supply of rental housing in 

general, and affordable rental housing in particular. The need for supplementary 

public finance to stimulate the private finance required to build new affordable rental 

housing raises the question of how these are to be brought together. A formal or 

informal form of partnership between different levels of government and between 

government and the private sector is implied. Section 2.3.5 in the Final Report raises 

the question of whether use of public funds to underpin private finance represents a 

value for money solution and points to the need to assess the relative value of this 

compared with a public sector comparator. 

Whether or not this use does represent value for money, there are many examples of 

successful use of public assistance to facilitate private finance and many lessons can 

be learned from this experience. For example, Austin (2008, p.2) reports that (formal) 

partnership models used successfully overseas to increase the supply of affordable 

rental housing have had a number of key components. These include: 

 Access to land at reduced cost (which could be a result of a discounted market 
price, use of leasehold or deferred payment arrangements, or generated from use 
of planning instruments). 

 Access to subsidised finance (e.g. grants, deferred loans or loans at below market 
interest rates). 

 Incorporation of debt finance based on a net income stream. 

 Management expertise (and, in particular, the capacity to manage development 
risk and on-going management risk). 

 Use of non-profit organisations to enable profits to be foregone, finance to be 
accessed on favourable terms and tax-exempt status to be maximised. 
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 Targeting of moderate as well as lower income households and opportunities for 
cross-subsidisation within and between developments. 

 Local council support through planning process and contributions to partnership 
through resources and/or implicit subsidies. 

 Good quality design. 

 Support of local community. 

 Mechanisms that retain housing as affordable into the future.14 

She goes on to suggest that three interrelated steps are needed to develop successful 

formal partnerships: establishment of objectives and targets; identification of potential 

partners and resources; and selection of the appropriate model for each scheme. 

These steps are not sequential. Finding suitable partners may require revision of 

objectives, resources may not be available to meet target households, and the 

preferred model may require additional partners (Austin 2008, p.38). 

The end result of this interrelated process—how much public assistance is available 

and how this is provided—is likely to affect the optimal approach to facilitating 

institutional investment. As raised above, different solutions to the financing task are 

likely to have different strengths and weaknesses in relation to a number of key 

factors affecting the choice between them. One assessment of these in terms of 

project risk management, transaction costs and the information and discipline that 

contribute to efficient investment decisions, is presented in Table 2 from a study of 

public infrastructure financing undertaken by Productivity Commission staff. 

In this study Chan et al. (2009, p.9) make a number of points that are likely to be 

equally relevant for funding (affordable) rental housing. 

 The financing vehicle may promote capital market and governance disciplines that 
affect project selection and hence improve allocative efficiency. Information 
asymmetry is a major hurdle to allocative efficiency, and the financing vehicle may 
help address this problem. 

 Efficient financing depends on selecting a financing vehicle that minimises the 
total cost of finance over the lifetime of the infrastructure asset. 

 The total cost of finance is made up of: the return paid to the investors who 
provide the capital for the investment; any contingent liabilities arising from 
financial claims associated with the investment; transactions costs of negotiating 
and managing the financial vehicle, including any costs associated with delay in 
commencement of a project. 

 Transaction costs aside, in general the total cost of finance is minimised where the 
financing vehicle assigns project risks to those parties to the transaction that are 
best able to manage those risks. 

 During the past two decades, significant innovation in project financing, credit 
enhancement and securitisation have contributed to the potential for increased 
financing efficiency, enabling a combination of debt and equity financing from both 
private- and public-sector sources. 

  

                                                
14 In a study based on interviews with experts and stakeholders, Black (2012) proposes a similar range 
of actions for stimulating private sector participation in the development and financing of affordable rental 
housing in Canada. 
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Table 2: Comparing the characteristics of financing vehicles 

Financing 
vehicle 

Exposure to market or 
other discipline 

Incentives for project 
risk management 

Transactions costs 

Government 
appropriation: 

PAYG 

Low to medium: 
exposure to 
parliamentary scrutiny 
and subject to binding 
budget constraints 

Low: depends entirely 
on quality of public 
management of 
procurement and 
operation 

Low: but cash flow 
constraints could delay 
project and little 
flexibility as only assets 
sales allow 
restructuring of 
ownership 

Government 
appropriation: 

government 
bonds 

Low: exposure to 
parliamentary scrutiny 

Low: depends entirely 
on the quality of public 
management of 
procurement and 
operation 

Low: marginal cost of 
higher debt issue but 
little flexibility as only 
assets sales allow 
restructuring of 
ownership 

Government 
appropriation:  

Intergovernment 
transfers 

Low: exposure to 
parliamentary scrutiny 
could distort 
preferences 

Low: depends entirely 
on quality of public 
management of 
procurement and 
operation and level of 
project monitoring by 
grantor 

Low: as above but may 
have additional costs 
associated with project 
monitoring 

Specific 
purpose bonds 

(not tax exempt) 

Medium: intermediaries 
provide risk 
assessments and price 
in risk but weaker if 
governments offer 
some backing 

Medium: requirement 
for user charges to 
service debt imposes 
disciplines, but 
depends on 
government 
assumption of 
contingent liabilities 

Medium: requires 
intermediary 
assessment and 
underwriting costs  

Specific 
purpose bonds  

(tax exempt) 

Medium: as above, but 
maybe lower if tax 
exemption acts as an 
investment incentive 
(tax gain not fully 
passed into lower 
yields) 

Medium: requirement 
for user charges to 
service debt imposes 
disciplines, but 
depends on 
government 
assumption of 
contingent liabilities 

Medium: requires 
intermediary 
assessment and 
underwriting costs 

Public private 
partnerships 

Medium to high: 
depends on reliance on 
user charges or well 
designed service 
payments 

High: as long as 
contracts allocate risk 
appropriately 

High: contract 
negotiations are 
complex and can be 
lengthy 

Source: Chan et al. (2009, p.xxiv) 

In her World Bank overview of subsidies for rental housing, Hoek-Smit (2009, pp.447–

48) concludes: 

[D]elivering affordable rental housing can entail deep subsidies (depending on 

the country, total subsidies in social-rental housing projects can easily reach 

40 or 50 per cent of project value). Usually, these subsidies cannot be 

provided by only one level of government. Indeed, a sound conclusion that has 
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emerged through the years is that the public sector alone cannot solve the 

housing problems of low-income households. 

In most, if not all, countries, subsidies to affordable rental housing and, more 

generally, rental housing finance involve partnerships between different 

government levels, as well as between the government and the private sector. 

Attractive tax and subsidy packages are combined with contributions (e.g. in 

the form of land or equity, or guarantees) from various levels of government. 

[E]fficient partnerships in the delivery of affordable housing are often difficult to 

put in place. … Because of the specificities of the relations between the three 

levels of government, coordination between them has been a challenge both in 

terms of financial resources and in terms of leadership. 
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2 CREDIT ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS FOR 
STIMULATING INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT

15
 

As indicated in Chapter 4 of the Final Report, one of the key messages that emerged 

from the consultation with Investigative Panel members was the need for some form 

of credit enhancement to meet the yield expectations of institutional investors while at 

the same time achieving housing affordability objectives. This paper expands on that 

chapter in two ways. First, it presents examples of where government guarantees 

have been used successfully and second, it identifies specific design options for 

further consideration that could be appropriate in the Australian context to ensure the 

viability of affordable housing projects involving institutional funding. 

2.1 Credit enhancement precedents 

There are a number of international precedents of government guarantees in the 

affordable housing sector that have unlocked construction activity and underpinned 

private institutional investment in affordable rental housing. There are also relevant 

examples from other socio–economic sectors. 

 In December 2012, the Coalition Government in the UK announced it would 
guarantee bonds issued by NFP housing associations in order to reduce their 
interest costs and stimulate more affordable housing starts. Already established 
as the UK’s first guarantee-based housing supply model, the Scottish 
Government’s National Housing Trust scheme was launched in 2010. Initially 
aimed at stimulating development of 2500 homes at submarket rents for 10 years, 
the scheme involves a debt warranty for participating social landlords (Pawson & 
Wilcox 2013). 

 The Netherlands, Switzerland and France each feature various specific housing 
guarantee structures (Lawson et al. 2010 provides a broad outline). 

 In the operation of its tax exempt bond and LIHTC program (briefly described in 
Chapter 2 of the Final Report), the US demonstrated the use of commercial credit 
enhancement, purchased from private guarantors prior to the GFC. These were 
structured as ‘Letters of Credit,’ available to service bond payments in the case of 
interruptions to cash flow, though not necessarily guaranteeing full return of 
capital. Often these ‘first-call’ Letters of Credit would still sit behind project-specific 
reserve funds in order of priority, which reduced their risk profile (and therefore 
their cost). 

 New Zealand Health provides a government letter of comfort, accompanied by 
extensive covenants, which ratings agencies see as less constraining that a 
broader guarantee. 

Post-GFC, there is little evidence of commercially available credit enhancement as 

former providers are of variable creditworthiness while markets and trust recover. It is 

likely that the cost of any privately-sourced credit enhancement would cancel out the 

interest rate savings sought by this bond mechanism. This tenuous period in the 

recovery of the financial markets is another reason for temporary government 

participation in credit enhancing new rental housing activity, as in the Australian 

RMBS market where government also provided backing through the GFC.16 

                                                
15

 This paper was researched and written by Carrie Hamilton, a member of the Investigative Panel with 
specialist expertise in financing affordable housing. 
16

 There are, however, many examples of where there is a market failure associated with information 
asymmetry between the small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) and potential lenders and where a 
credit guarantee scheme is a commonly used response to address the financing gap. SMEs typically are 
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Domestically, student housing and state homeowner mortgage rate reduction 

programs both provide precedent and support for the effectiveness of this credit 

enhancement mechanism. While Western Australia does not have a guarantee per se 

for the Keystart homeownership program, the government did enter into a cash 

shortfall underwriting arrangement with the company17 (that has never been called 

on). All of Keystart’s borrowings are already backed by financial assets—that is the 

underlying mortgages, just as rental housing securities are backed by the asset value 

of the underlying homes. It is counter to affordable housing goals for a lender to 

foreclose on this security and sell the rental properties; hence credit enhancement can 

provide a structured alternative in that instance. 

The Keystart example demonstrates a further, almost intangible government role that 

satisfies the aim of all good credit enhancement—to provide investor comfort while not 

explicitly putting government at risk. Though it had issued its own securities, Keystart 

bonds are now issued by the state’s Treasury Corporation in order to provide volume. 

While they do not carry a guarantee, these issues carry the imprimatur of government, 

which may provide some comfort to investors. This ‘perceptual’ enhancement is not 

free: connotations of moral hazard—of government pressured to bail out troubled 

securities or housing projects even while not contractually bound to do so—is the 

dominant reason why explicit guarantees are dismissed by government. 

Once the state of Western Australia became the primary shareholder of Keystart, 

replacing an array of peak bodies and industry associations that initially ‘owned’ the 

company, the Crown Suits Act 1947 (WA), which provides that investors may sue 

government to recover a loss after the fact, came into play. Again, while not a formally 

provided indemnity, this provides some comfort for investors (though no losses have 

ever been experienced in this scrupulously-managed program). 

2.2 Design options for credit enhancement 

A guarantee component is never intended to bridge commercial feasibility. An 

underlying assumption of cost-effective government credit enhancement is the 

fundamental commercial viability of an affordable rental housing development, vetted 

through competitive tender with strict financial thresholds. The guarantee is assumed 

to be one layer of assistance alongside CRA, NRAS, and other government 

land/equity components necessary for reasonable return—without an unrealistic risk-

premium. The guarantee is designed to bridge the investor’s perception gap between 

perceived and actual risks. Guarantees or guarantee funds are never intended to be 

called upon. Since the overall goal of bond finance is to bring interest costs down, this 

reduction of the ‘risk premium’ is the central role of the credit enhancement. 

Some options for design of an effective guarantee include: 

 A first-call reserve fund, either industry-based or project-based, would make the 
likelihood of a government guarantee being called more remote. (This is one form 
of overcapitalisation.) The fund would be intended to make bond payments while 
restructuring, allowing more time to cure prior to event of default. 

 Credit enhancement may be limited to guarantee solely: 

                                                                                                                                        
limited in their access to credit by under-collateralisation, limited or no credit history and lack of expertise 
needed to produce sophisticated financial statements. See the Final Report of the OECD Centre for 
Entrepreneurship, SMEs and Local Development, issued in January 2013. At 
<http://search.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=CFE/SME(2012)1/FINAL&do
cLanguage=En> accessed 15 February 2013. The report shows that the use of public guarantee 
schemes is widespread across OECD and non-OECD economies and that these have expanded 
significantly in the aftermath of the 2008–09 financial crisis. 
17

 Keystart is a wholly owned subsidiary of DoHWA. 

http://search.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=CFE/SME(2012)1/FINAL&docLanguage=En
http://search.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=CFE/SME(2012)1/FINAL&docLanguage=En
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 expected yield 

 rental income 

 income support program continuation 

 project sponsor performance 

 return of capital after expiry of a program 

 public purchase of dwellings if unsold. 

 Guarantees may be time-limited, capped or conditioned, being callable only under 
certain conditions or ‘burning off’ upon certain milestones where risk is 
concurrently reduced. This is appropriate after a development has been operating 
for a period of time and operating/construction default risks have lessened, or to 
bridge the temporary period until the new asset class of rental housing has 
established track record. The Australian National Accounting Office also suggests 
that ‘termination clauses, subrogation clauses, and financial limits on liability’ 
could also be incorporated into guarantees where possible. 

 Guarantees may be contained to various metrics that may provide comfort to 
investors and which may be hedged. For example, guarantee that CPI (with the 
view that rents increase at least in line) increases minimum ‘x%’ per year may 
help underpin investors’ underwriting, or occupancy guarantees where the 
government is confident in housing need but the investor remains unconvinced. 

 Guaranteeing the continuance of income support mechanisms, such as CRA or 
NRAS (i.e. the Commonwealth making the future availability of these payments 
more explicit), may diffuse some policy risk while being no additional obligation 
than may already exist in Budget Estimates assumptions. 

 A Treasury guideline states that: ‘As a matter of principle, risks should be borne by 
those best placed to manage them and the Australian Government should 
generally not accept risks which another party is better placed to manage.’ 
Notional allocation may look like: 

 New markets risk, policy risk—Commonwealth Government. 

 Investment fundamentals risk—institutional investor. 

 Tenancy risk—community housing tenancy manager, via capitalised reserve 
fund if inadequate balance sheet. 

 Reputational risk—community housing Provider, as a private tenancy 
manager, must contain this risk from the private investor and the government. 

 Guaranteed buy-outs of unsold housing may also fit into a credit enhancement 
structure. 

 Tranching of the bond instrument and tailoring any credit support to those 
tranches can achieve efficiency. For example: 

 A highly-rated debt tranche with government backing marketed to the 
superannuation fund sector. 

 Next piece with modest risk to capital markets sector. 

 Higher-risk mezzanine tranche to be purchased by states. 

 Equity component from Commonwealth NAHA growth fund. 

 Reduce the ‘moral hazard’ concern by operating the rental housing developed 
under this initiative as meaningfully private, not an extension of social housing by 
another name. Robust management by CHOs under residential tenancies 
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legislation, no suggestion of indefinite tenure, high-quality development of quality 
housing that is indistinguishable from non rent-restricted housing should all be 
thresholds. 

 Some guarantees have mechanisms for being recovered after the fact. For 
example, a financial claims scheme guarantees deposits whereby if one bank falls 
over, government may charge all others to recoup its loss. However, this industry-
wide spread of risk is perhaps inappropriate in an emergent industry where the 
goal is to develop activity. 

Ultimately, all players structuring a model or deal have considerable room for 

subjective appraisal of housing investment return and credit support impact. In the 

end, someone must take a reasoned view, using as much information as possible. 

There is considerable scope for forceful leadership and coherent case-making in 

finding a meeting point between private sector return/credit support expectations and 

public sector ability to bridge. In general, the housing sector needs to ‘sell’ itself more 

consistently to those whose role is to form a view as to its creditworthiness. 
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3 FACILITATING INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT IN 
RENTAL HOUSING: UK DEVELOPMENTS 

This paper reviews the recent debate on stimulating institutional investment in rental 

housing in the UK, seen as relevant because of the great similarity between the UK 

and Australia in terms of the ‘liberal market’ legal/regulatory frameworks for private 

rental housing in the two countries. The striking parallels between this research and 

the recently unfolding policy debate in the UK are highlighted in the similarity of the 

terms of reference set for this Australian study to those set by the UK Government for 

the recent independent review of the potential for institutional investment in the private 

rental sector (Montague 2012). However, the Montague agenda differed from the 

AHURI brief in that it included little explicit emphasis on the generation of affordable 

rental housing and was more influenced by a Ministerial priority to boost the house-

building industry through the promotion of a ‘build to rent’ ethic. Many of the present 

report’s conclusions and recommendations closely mirror those generated by 

Montague, despite being developed entirely independently. 

This review of developments in the UK looks at the motivations behind recent policy-

maker attention to this topic and at the perceived barriers to greater institutional 

investor activity. It then discusses the kinds of financial institutions considered as 

being the most likely players in this arena, the mechanisms through which local 

analysts consider this might be brought about, and the policy interventions that they 

consider could potentially stimulate such engagement. 

3.1 Background 

Official efforts to channel private finance into the provision of rental housing have 

been longstanding in the UK (Kemp 2004; Crook & Kemp 2011). An important early 

milestone in the UK was the Housing Act 1988 which established a mixed funding 

regime for housing associations, thereby enabling associations to secure bank loans 

alongside government grant funding for new development. Critical here was Treasury 

agreement that, reconfigured as ‘independent’ organisations outside direct state 

control, association borrowing would not be accounted for as public debt (Malpass 

2000). 

Since the 1980s there has been a strong cross-party political consensus in favour of 

an expanded private rented sector (PRS). In the UK, as in other countries, this is 

connected to an argument that a plentiful supply of private rental housing is an 

important contributor to a flexible labour market (Scanlon & Kochan 2012). A 

secondary aspiration, again shared to some extent with governments internationally, 

has been for private rented housing to play a larger role in accommodating low 

income households (Hulse & Pawson 2010). 

3.2 The case being made for facilitating institutional 
investment in rented housing in the UK 

While the UK PRS more than doubled in the two decades to 2011 (Pawson & Wilcox 

2013) this was facilitated almost entirely through small investor activity, largely 

financed through ‘Buy to Let’ mortgage finance (Rugg & Rhodes 2008). Partly due to 

the failure of government initiatives aimed at attracting institutional investment (e.g. 

Housing Investment Trusts), large scale investors have played virtually no part in this 

process. 

However, the policy goal of attracting institutional investment into rental housing has 

once again come to the fore since the 2010 change of government (Crook & Kemp 
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2011). This partly reflects a ‘housing policy’ recognition that there is a need for 

continued growth of private renting to accommodate the growing sections of the 

population excluded from both home ownership and social renting and the related 

increase in the numbers of households renting for longer periods. 

Hence, it has been recently argued that only through harnessing extensive 

institutional investment will it be feasible for private rented sector (PRS) expansion to 

continue along its recent growth trajectory. According to Savills, the number of private 

renters in the UK is predicted to grow from 3.4 million to 5.9 million in the decade to 

2016, calling for £200 billion in investment, of which only about £50 billion can be 

expected from Buy to Let mortgage finance made available to small landlords (Savills 

2012). 

Within this context, as seen by Alakeson (2011, p.14): ‘Institutions could [not only] 

support the necessary expansion of the sector … [but also] shift the nature of the 

product the sector is able to provide because long-term security for tenants translates 

into predictable returns for investors.’ Similarly, Stephens and Williams (2012, p.12) 

have argued that any form of effective subsidy to such investors should be conditional 

on ‘the housing remaining in the rental sector for a minimum period … and on 

improvements in the security offered to tenants compared to the normal insecure 

tenancies that are offered by small scale landlords’. 

More broadly, there is policy-maker recognition that the UK’s historic undersupply of 

new housing has been greatly exacerbated by the post-2008 credit crunch; residential 

construction has subsequently continued to run at only around two–thirds of previous 

rates (Pawson & Wilcox 2013). Allied to this is the observation that ‘growth in the 

rented sector [as cited above] has generally not contributed to the supply of new 

housing’ (Montague 2012, para 4). This refers to an estimate that only 10 per cent of 

recent sector growth has involved the commissioning or purchase of newly built 

homes (National Housing and Planning Advice Unit 2008). 

Post-2010, therefore, the policy priority accorded to institutional investment in private 

rental reflects a desire to stimulate a new ‘build to let’ dynamic. And, as the Montague 

report makes clear (2012, para 5), equal in importance to expanding housing supply, 

is the aspiration for boosting housing construction to stimulate the moribund UK 

economy. 

However, it is important to recognise that the policy priority currently accorded to 

growing the PRS through institutional investment is not without its critics. While 

endorsing the objective of continued sector expansion, some contend that policy-

makers should ‘go with the flow’ by focusing mainly on fostering ongoing growth of 

small scale investor activity. Similarly, commentators such as Rugg and Rhodes 

(2008) and Ball (2010) have argued that advocates for institutional investment and 

professionalised management need to recognise that: 

 The semi-informal quality of much small landlordism can have advantages, for 
example in the fact that such landlords often commit considerable ‘sweat equity’ to 
the business. 

 The success of large institutional landlords in the commercial property sector does 
not necessarily translate directly across to residential property because there are 
certain fundamental differences in the legal and administrative frameworks. 

 The scope for scale economies in the residential sector is likely to be highly 
dependent on portfolio profile—for example the extent to which this involves large, 
wholly owned blocks. 
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 Far from being internationally unusual, the UK’s small landlord dominated private 
rented sector is similar to the norm among most high income countries. 

3.3 UK barriers to institutional investment in rental housing 

If institutional investment is to be attracted into rental housing there is a logical need 

to identify and understand the barriers that have, until now, prevented this. As in 

Australia, for most UK analysts addressing this issue, the overriding obstacle has 

been the reported inadequacy of rates of return, relative to those that investors may 

derive elsewhere. For example, citing Investment Property Databank (IPD) figures, 

HM Treasury estimated recent net rental returns as averaging only 3.3–3.6 per cent 

as compared with 6–7 per cent believed to be required by institutional investors (HM 

Treasury 2010). 

However, evidence put to the Montague inquiry ‘challenged the perception that yields 

in the sector would always be insufficient to attract investment, particularly when 

compared to commercial property’ (Montague 2012, para 24). Similarly, the Future 

Homes Commission (2012, p.25) estimated that, at over 10 per cent, yields realisable 

in current housing market conditions could be ‘… attractive to any institutional investor 

…’. Nevertheless, in Montague’s view, ‘to bring pure income returns into investors’ 

target horizons it will be necessary to bear down on land, construction and 

management costs’ (2012, para 25). By implication, therefore, acceptable rates of 

return could be generated through effective subsidy of development costs (e.g. the 

provision of discounted public land) and/or management efficiencies potentially 

achievable through large scale block procurement. 

Clearly, this debate is often confused by ambiguous references to rates of return on a 

net or gross basis and by the selective or otherwise inclusion of capital growth as well 

as rental income. Relevant here, however, is the observation that if rental housing is 

to provide an effective magnet for institutional investment on a stable and long-term 

basis, it will need to generate returns which are attractive purely on a rental income 

basis—such that their realisation does not rely on property sale (although scope for 

return of capital will still be an issue). 

In addition to the rates of return issue, three other barriers to institutional investment 

have been emphasised in the recent debate. Firstly, there is the issue of scale. 

According to the Future Homes Commission (2012, p.21), while they might otherwise 

view rental housing investment as attractive (see below), ‘local authority pension 

funds lack the scale and expertise to be able to invest with confidence in local 

property developments’. Hence, realising the potential of such funds may call for the 

pooling of funds in a new entity established for this purpose. 

Secondly, it is important to distinguish between the financing of initial housing 

development and ongoing housing provision (Alakeson 2012). Concurring with the 

view that underwriting the construction phase is a particular barrier, the Future Homes 

Commission (2012, p.16) reported that institutional investors ‘… are looking to put 

their money into the equivalent of a fully let retail park’. As acknowledged by 

Alakeson, a commitment to development finance would be ‘… a relatively risky 

proposition for investors and one for which it is particularly hard to make a case when 

investors do not have any track record in the sector’ (Alakeson 2012, p.3). Moreover, 

obtaining development finance has been made more difficult in the post-GFC lending 

climate, and raising such funds without a certain buyer further raises the cost of 

borrowing. 

Thirdly (although less directly relevant to the Australian case, given different tax 

structures), there has been debate on whether the residential Real Estate Investment 

Trust (REIT) framework has been excessively constrained. As originally established in 
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2007, the residential REIT framework aimed to facilitate vehicles through which 

investors can take an interest in residential property without their income being 

subject to ‘double taxation’ (first, as company income, second as individual-investor 

income).18 However, the first few years of the new retime saw no such bodies in fact 

created, amid claims that the rules governing REIT establishment and administration 

were unnecessarily stringent. 

3.4 Potential sources of institutional investment 

In the housing policy literature, the term ‘institutional investment’ has often been cited 

in a fairly unspecific way. However, the debate in the UK has recently become more 

nuanced and precise. Hull et al. (2011, p.16) were among the first to argue that, ‘if 

there is to be substantial institutional investment [in rental housing] most of the money 

will have to come from the domestic insurance and defined benefits pension funds’. In 

particular, local authority pension funds were identified as the most promising area. 

Prospects were considered less encouraging as regards other types of institutions 

such as hedge funds, private equity, sovereign wealth funds and commercial property 

funds. 

More recently, the Future Homes Commission (2012, p.17) argued that housing 

expansion could be kick–started through ‘concerted action by local authority pension 

funds’. While managing assets valued at £182 billion, these institutions were 

reportedly ‘desperate for better returns’ (Future Homes Commission 2012, p.19), 

following more than a decade of falling funding ratios—the extent to which projected 

future liabilities are covered by current assets. Thus, the Commission believed that 

promising prospects arose from fund managers’ ‘need[ing] to achieve higher returns 

than they are getting in the equity or bond markets’ (2012, p.17), but also [potentially] 

influenced by municipal awareness of affordable housing shortages in the local area. 

Hence, according to the Commission, municipal pension funds had been recently 

‘looking to diversify their investment portfolios by reducing their allocation to equities 

and increasing their allocations to real estate, private equity and infrastructure 

investments’ (2012, p.20). Similarly, it has been observed that, because of the 

tendency for market rents to rise closely in line with earnings, rental housing may be 

attractive to pension funds seeking to ‘match their liabilities’ in terms of obligations on 

index-linked payments to beneficiaries (Montague 2012). Williams et al. (2011) also 

saw evidence that the time might be ripe for institutional investment in rental housing 

in the observation that pension funds had recently displayed increased willingness to 

invest in ‘less traditional’ asset classes—notably hotels and student housing. 

Taking all of the above into account and factoring in ‘conservative assumptions’, the 

Future Homes Commission (2012, p.25) estimated that ‘the total pool of UK pension 

fund and financial institutions assets available to invest in … rental housing would 

exceed £60 billion’. 

During 2012, the housing professional press and elsewhere instanced a growing 

number of cases where local authority pension-funded housing projects were being 

reportedly progressed, often incorporating contributions of municipal land. Press 

reports in the latter part of 2012 referred to such schemes going forward in a number 

of areas across the UK including Edinburgh, Islington and Manchester. Nevertheless, 

until such projects progress to the development phase it is probably appropriate to 

retain a degree of scepticism about their prospects. 
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 Dividend imputation in Australia has eliminated ‘double taxation’. Any tax paid by the trust is passed 
through in the form of franked dividends to the investor. 
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3.5 Possible institutional investment models, mechanisms 
and incentives 

Picking up on the distinction between financing rental housing development versus 

underwriting housing provision, Montague (2012, para 32) noted the importance of 

‘Linking institutions with the development pipeline … perhaps through guaranteed 

take-outs—that is, developments which are fully built out and let—allowing developers 

to accept a lower rate of return for de-risking their output’. 

Also addressing the specific need to catalyse the development phase, and drawing on 

work undertaken elsewhere (BSHF 2012), Alakeson (2012) outlined a model in which 

housing associations would play the central role. In his view, utilising associations in 

this way would capitalise on specific features common to many larger housing 

associations; especially their ability to raise development finance at relatively 

competitive rates and their tolerance for rates of return lower than those required by 

private developers. 

Under this ‘revolving fund’ model, schemes newly completed by associations ‘would 

be sold on to an investment fund which would buy and hold the units for the long term’ 

(Alakeson 2012, p.4). The associations would then re-cycle their receipts into 

subsequent development tranches. Alternatively, if a buyer could not immediately be 

found, associations could retain scheme ownership and draw on the associated rental 

income stream and/or exit involvement through disposal into a REIT (see below), in 

which the association might retain an equity stake. Irrespective of possible ownership 

handover, associations could potentially retain the management of the homes 

developed to ‘insulate investors from day-to-day issues with tenants and mitigate any 

reputational issues for investors’ (Alakeson 2012, p.5). 

Instances apparently resembling the above model have, indeed, already begun to 

occur. Early in 2013 it was reported that M&G Investments (a branch of Prudential) 

had purchased a 401 home development from Genesis Housing, whereby the 

association would make inflation-linked payments to the investor over 35 years, while 

retaining management of the homes (Hollander 2013). This followed on from reports 

that London & Quadrant planned to develop and acquire 1,000 private rented homes 

over two years, with the possibility of selling these on to an institutional investor ‘in the 

medium term’ (Social Housing 2012). 

In the longer term, Alakeson (2012, p.5) argued that the proposed ‘intermediary’ 

developer role of housing associations might become unnecessary as, with greater 

confidence and familiarity, ‘investment could be drawn into the sector at the 

development stage or guaranteed at the point at which the units were built and let’. 

In some respects similar was the arrangement outlined by the Future Homes 

Commission (2012), in which local authority pension funds would act as a ‘revolving 

fund’ in underwriting initial development costs of rental housing schemes, with the 

possibility of the schemes then being sold on to other institutions (e.g. non-municipal 

pension funds), with the originally committed development finance then becoming 

available for recycling into new projects. 

3.6 Making institutional investment happen 

In supporting calls for increased institutional investment in rental housing, a number of 

policy and regulatory reforms have recently been advocated in the UK. Firstly, there 

have been proposals aimed mainly at enhancing potential rates of return through 

reducing scheme development costs. For instance, the Montague Report argued that 

the UK Government should carry through an existing commitment to release public 
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sector land for house-building, as well as freeing up rules which normally outlaw 

discounted asset disposals by local authorities and other public bodies. 

Echoing Alakeson (2012) and also relevant to minimising development costs, 

Montague also called for local authorities to be encouraged to use planning conditions 

to require that new homes developed for rent remain as such for a specified period—

at least 10 years, but possibly as long as 30 years. The result would be that ‘land 

values used in calculating developers’ and investors’ business plans would reflect the 

land values based on rental tenure rather than theoretical valuations based on sale’ 

(Montague 2012, para 49). As emphasised by Alakeson, current planning rules would 

allow the above—they would not require the creation of a separate planning class for 

private rented housing. 

Secondly, there have been proposals for regulatory relaxation which would facilitate 

the development of ‘build to let’ schemes and/or institutional investment in rental 

housing. On the former, the Montague Report (para 49) advocated that ‘in many 

cases it will be appropriate for authorities to waive [land use planning] affordable 

housing requirements in relation to schemes for private rental’. On the latter, Ministers 

launched a consultation in 2012 seeking views on raising the limit for municipal 

pension fund investment in infrastructure projects from 15 per cent to 30 per cent 

(DCLG 2012c). Also in 2012, the UK Government announced ‘fine tuning’ reforms to 

the REITs’ regime in an attempt to stimulate interest. Press reports that major housing 

associations are looking to launch REITs as vehicles for market rent projects 

(Hollander 2012) suggest that, suitably modified, the model may finally bear fruit. 

Responding to the Montague recommendations, the UK Government has committed 

to a range of actions including: 

 Establishment of a £200 million ‘Build to Rent’ (BTR) fund to ‘test the viability of 
and institutional appetite for a range of propositions’ (DCLG 2012b, p.3) and 
where it is assumed that, once completed, a scheme will be sold on to an 
investment fund (or refinanced), enabling the initially committed capital to be 
recycled. 

 A £10 billion debt guarantee scheme, which will enable access to lower cost 
borrowing for developers constructing BTR schemes. 

 A 7-strong expert task force headed by a well-paid executive is being recruited to 
‘offer … expertise to the promoters of private rented sector propositions (DCLG 
2012b). 

Since all of the above have been only recently announced at the time of writing, many 

details on how they will operate have yet to emerge. However, initial response to the 

guarantee scheme was muted partly because housing associations nonetheless 

remain constrained by existing lender covenants and cover ratios that limit additional 

borrowing. 

3.7 UK overview 

Energised by the urgent aspiration to kick-start economic activity through build-to-let, 

the past two years have seen the strong re-emergence of policy-maker attention to 

institutional investment in rental housing in the UK. Some experts have discerned 

growing signs of a decisive shift in market fundamentals such that, enabled by only 

modest government intervention, a critical threshold for large-scale activity has come 

within sight. While recently announced plans and projects suggest that a step change 

in this area might indeed materialise, prospects remain as yet uncertain. 
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Little remarked upon in the recent debate has been the shifting focus of ambition in 

favour of rental housing development unqualified by any requirement on ‘affordability’. 

Indeed, in its recommendations around land-use planning, the Montague Report 

positioned rental housing procured through institutional investment directly in 

opposition to affordable housing. Policy innovations arising from the Montague 

proposals will, if successful, yield additional accommodation made available at market 

prices. Unless supplemented by additional government support (e.g. through targeted 

subsidies or tax breaks) they will not substitute for the reduced supply of social or 

‘affordable’ housing resulting from post-2010 public expenditure cuts (Pawson & 

Wilcox 2013). 
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